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May 24,2022
Minutes
Police Standards and Training Council

John V.Scippa
Director

In attendance:
Chairman, Sheriff Christopher Connelly, Hillsborough County Sheriffs Office
Vice Chairperson, Commissioner Helen Hanks, New Hampshire Department of Corrections
Mr. Edward Lecius
Deputy Attorney General James Boffetti
Judge Sawako Gardner, Circuit Court Judge
Chief Steven Russo, Keene Police Department
Judge Melissa Countway 3rd Circuit District Division, Ossipee
Chief Allen Aldenberg, Manchester Police Department
Dr. Maureen Sullivan
Mr. Jason Bishop, Community College System of New Hampshire
Colonel Nathan Noyes, New Hampshire State Police
Chief Joseph Hoebeke, Hollis Police Department
Not attending: Chief Michael Ho-Sing-Loy, Sugar Hill Police Department; Sheriff Massahos,
Rockingham County Sheriff s Office

Staff Present: Director John Scippa, Major Max Schultz, Major David Parenteau (Ret.)
Lieutenant Peter Russell, Lieutenant Justin Paquette, and Anne Paquin, Investigative Paralegal.
Guests Present: Logan Basta, Northumberland Police Department, Attorney Marc Beaudoin,
Attorney David Hilts, NH Department of Safety, Chief Dean Rondeau, Wolfeboro Police
Department with Chief Christopher Warn, (ret.), Captain Todd Lawrence, Keene Police
Department with Jason Willett, Captain Brendan Davey, and Lieutenant Vincent Grieco, New
Hampshire State Police with Paul Bergeron.
Chairman Connelly welcomed Deputy Attorney General James Boffetti to the Council.
A nonmeeting was held with PSTC's counsel, Assistant Attorney General Stacie Moeser
between 9:01 a.m. and 9:17 a.m.
Chairman Connelly called the meeting to order at 9: 17 a.m.
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Minutes of the April 26th Nonpublic Session Allenstown Police Department
Council members initiated a nonpublic session citing RSA 91-A 3, II (1) and (b) regarding the
meeting minutes from April 26, 2022 in the Allenstown Police Department matter by Chief
Hoebeke, seconded by Mr. Lecius.
Chairman Connelly took the roll call vote:
Hanks
yes
Countway
yes
Gardner
yes
Aldenberg
yes
Russo
yes
Sullivan
yes
Lecius
yes
Boffetti
abstain
Bishop
yes
Noyes
yes
Chairman Connelly voted yes

Motion to exit the nonpublic session by Commissioner Hanks, seconded by ChiefHoebeke,
Chairman Connelly took the roll call vote:
Hanks
yes
Countway
yes
Gardner
yes
Aldenberg
yes
Russo
yes
Sullivan
yes
Lecius
yes
Boffetti
abstain
Bishop
yes
Noyes
yes
Chairman Connelly voted yes
At 9:28 a.m. the Council was back in public session.
** The following motion was made in nonpublic session inadvertently.

Motion by Judge Countway, seconded by Mr. Lecius to add to the nonpublic minutes in the
matter of the Allenstown Police Department from the April 25, 2022 meeting, that the Council's
granting ofthe waiver request included consideration of the individual's moral character and
from evidence heard that the transaction was not for profit. The voice vote was unanimous in
favor ofthe motion, with Deputy Attorney General Boffetti abstaining from the vote.
Motion to approve the public minutes from the April 25, 2022 Council meeting by Mr. Lecius,
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seconded by Commissioner Hanks, the voice vote was unanimous in favor of the motion with
Chairman Connelly abstaining from the vote.
Motion to approve the nonpublic minutes from April 24, 2022 regarding Allenstown Police
Department including the amended motion, by Chief Hoebeke, seconded by Colonel Noyes. The
voice vote was unanimous in favor of the motion with Chairman Connelly abstaining from the
vote.
Director's Report (copy attached)
Director Scippa referenced item 2 from his report, noting that it is the 189th Full Time Academy.
The 1891hclass is full, with 2 recruits 'on deck' for the 190th, not the 19Pt. Under item 3, update
to note that it is the 118th Correction's Academy.
Budget
Director Scippa explained that PSTC is working with a new meal vendor, "Aladdin" located at
NHTI for dining services, NHTI has contracted with Aladdin, they will replace the current
vendor, "Chartwells",
Chief Russo inquired about the cut in funding for staffing relative to the re-write of RSA 106-L,
Police Misconduct, as referenced in Director Scippa's May report to the Council.
Director Scippa responded, the positions that Chief Russo asked about were the positions in
support of the Police Misconduct Review Committee.
The proposal for funding those positions was $350,000, for one full time attorney and two full
time investigators. The amount of money was cut to $175,000. Director Scippa, Major Schultz
and Loralee Ames will begin to review the budget for the next fiscal cycle to determine if money
can be moved to help to support that initiative.
The law places a heavy burden on PSTC to oversee it, to be sure the program is successful,
meaningful and that it adheres to the purpose. Elements to consider are funding in the current
and upcoming biennium, as well as the workload. At this point in time it is all unknown. As
part of the process of initiating the Police Misconduct Review Committee, there will be a
significant number of complaints received regarding law enforcement that must be reviewed in
order to make decisions on criteria to proceed.
There were no questions on the remaining items from Director Scippa's report.
Financial Report
Major Schultz gave the Council members additional information regarding the fund for
reimbursement for psychological testing managed by PSTC. He thanked Chief Hoebeke for
notifying law enforcement agencies about the opportunity to be reimbursed the cost for
psychological testing for law enforcement candidates. Last month PSTC reimbursed $23,000
this month an additional $27,764. This brings the balance to $141,522. Major Schultz
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commended Loralee Ames, PSTC's Program Assistant III who processes all the information
received for reimbursements.
Previous Unfinished Business
Logan Basta, Northumberland Police Department
Major Parenteau announced that Logan Basta was present with his attorney, Marc Beaudoin.
Major Parenteau explained that he would give a brief summary of the matter for the newer
Council members, as well as refresh the memory of the others; a significant amount of time has
passed since the initial matter occurred.
Mr. Basta was present to provide information regarding the training he had received and an
additional report that had been requested by the Council the last time Mr. Basta attended a
meeting. on January 25, 2022.
Major Parenteau provided a summary of the events that led to Logan Basta's appearance for
today's meeting. He read from reports drafted by the New Hampshire State Police Cadre and the
Manchester Police Department Cadre from the 185th Full-Time Academy, which Mr. Basta was a
recruit. Both cadres had contact with Mr. Basta early on in his attendance during the 185th
academy.
Specifically:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Mr. Basta showed a disregard for authority, a poor attitude, and was overheard discussing
his second amendment rights as they pertained to him having a firearm in his vehicle.
After day one he continued to show a poor attitude, inability to conform to academy
lifestyle along with rules and procedures that come with being a recruit.
He had a disregard for reporting requirements, basic manners, and the drill and ceremony
that are required when addressing academy staff and cadre.
Both cadres had a discussion with Mr. Basta in order to quell issues before they rose to a
higher level. They expected more from him due to the fact that he'd been in the military
and been through boot camp. They expected him to excel, and take a leadership role with
recruits that had never performed these tasks before. Mr. Basta seemed receptive to the
cadres in that discussion.
He was made platoon leader in week three, during that time the issues seemed to
dissipate, however after completing that assignment his poor attitude returned.
It was brought to the cadre's attention that Mr. Basta was making comments about the
staff, cadre and academy in general which was distracting other recruits. The comments
he made damaged morale.
One of the cadres and a staff member had an additional discussion with Mr. Basta in an
attempt to address his issues. Mr. Basta admitted that he was intentionally making a
mockery of the academy, and prior to joining the USMC he had attitude issues and
sometimes they re-surfaced. He was belligerent ifhe didn't agree with how something
was being done. The cadre responded that Mr. Basta should overcome that sentiment; he
must be professional.
After this second counseling session, the attitude problem continued.
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•

•

•
•

During week six of the academy, the Manchester Police Department cadre received
reports that Mr. Basta was making comments about a recruit due his orientation; the
recruit was a member of a protected class. An investigation was ordered by Director
Scippa and ultimately Logan Basta was dismissed from the 185th Academy on June 15,
2021.
An appeal was filed and heard at the August 24, 2021 Council meeting. The Council
members heard testimony from several individuals, and chose to uphold Director
Scippa's decision to dismiss Logan Basta.
An eligibility hearing was held on January 25, 2022 at the request of Attorney Marc
Beaudoin, the attorney for Logan Basta.
During that hearing, Council members decided that an additional psychological
examination and a plan on training for bias would be required. Those two items must be
completed before they would consider allowing Mr. Basta to return to the academy.

Attorney Beaudoin addressed the Council and confirmed Major Parenteau's summary in the
matter.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Logan Basta had been in the USMC; he had a transition problem from the military
back to civilian life.
This was part of the reason he had problems attending the academy.
The other reason was with another recruit who was in the LOBT community
attending the academy at the same time.
Mr. Basta made a few comments in passing, not directly at this recruit, but he did
make a comment in the recruit's presence, it wasn't directed toward the protected
class.
It was a poor choice of words, he admitted it
During the last meeting there was a motion for Mr. Basta to provide another
psychological examination, which he had done. The evaluation determined that Mr.
Basta was psychologically suited for law enforcement.

Motion by Dr. Sullivan, seconded by Mr. Lecius, to enter the psychological exam results as
exhibit one, to remain confidential. The voice vote of the Council was unanimous in favor of the
motion.
Attorney Beaudoin stated that the second condition made by the Council in January was that Mr.
Basta attend bias training. Mr. Basta's agency had provided that training, exhibit two is
information regarding the bias training. Exhibit three is a letter from the Northumberland
selectboard in support of Logan Basta and the courses he had taken.
•

They have tried to complete everything that the Council has asked them to do, Logan
Basta would like to return to the academy on a career path to law enforcement, they
respectfully request that he be allowed to return.

When asked, Logan Basta described the bias training:
•

A woman hired by Northumberland Police Department traveled to their agency location
and delivered a 5-6 hour program on implicit bias, gender ideologies, and LOBT
community.
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•
•

He learned that in that community LGBT needs have not been met, they may feel
ostracized.
What he learned about himself was that people all have inherent bias that needs to be
continuously worked on.

Questions from the Council members generated responses from Logan Basta.
•

The word that he used in the incident was "faggot", he didn't know how many times he'd
said it, and that he used the word due to being in the Marine Corps. The word was not
used with ill will or with malice. He used the word in the presence of a recruit that is gay
but explained to that person that he wouldn't use the term again ifit was offensive to him.

Comments from the Council:
•

Logan Basta made a conscious decision to make a joke of the academy process, how does
that correlate to being a veteran and coming from active duty? He's not allowed to come
out of active military duty and get a pass for not acting appropriately at the academy.

Mr. Basta stated that he had done introspection and agreed that he had things to work on from his
transition from the military including his language, he'd received assistance from others in his
agency. He's a different person from the one he was when the incident happened.
Director Scippa was asked by the Council whether or not the information that Mr. Basta
provided regarding the comments made to the other recruit were consistent with the investigation
conducted by staff. Major Parenteau asked to be heard, and noted that he had read the letter from
the victim into the record in a past hearing. Council members approved his request that he read
the victim's letter again.
Major Parenteau summarized the victim's letter as follows:
•
•
•
•

He's been discriminated against by Mr. Basta the past seven weeks for his sexual
orientation.
During week one while he was squad leader, Mr. Basta said he didn't take orders
from people like him.
During week five Mr. Basta called him a faggot and offered an insincere apology.
He asked staff that if during the academy they were required to switch room mates
that he was not assigned Mr. Basta as a room mate as he didn't feel safe with him.

Major Parenteau noted that this statement was from the investigation that took place at the time
of dismissal; "it's a clear picture of what the investigation revealed". Attorney Beaudoin had
inferred that it was words thrown out but not aimed at any particular individual.
Attorney Beaudoin responded by bringing Council member's attention to other reports in the
matter. One individual did hear Mr. Basta make the comment a few times while they were in the
hallway. The words used were not professional, and the apology didn't seem sincere according to
another report from a witness to the incident.
Further comments from Council members to Mr. Basta:
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•
•

A Council member noted "What I was looking to hear from you was 'our community'
it's not us and them".
The communities aren't made up of divisive sections.

Chairman Connelly, informed the Council members that Mr. Basta's status after the January
meeting was that the situation would be revisited after Mr. Basta had an opportunity to pursue
additional training, as well as an additional evaluation. His eligibility will be determined today .
.Judge Countway noted that the situation had escalated from Mr. Basta being counseled by cadres
to being expelled. Ifhe is allowed to return to the academy, the expectation should be only one
more opportunity.
Director Scippa when asked, noted because of the insubordination or lack of responsiveness, the
inability to conform to the behavior that is expected, the manner in which the academy is run,
oftentimes the small issues are dealt with immediately, recruits are spoken to and counseled, and
the expectation is that it's going to get better. Because they are very minor, PSTS staff does not
make phone calls to the agencies to let them know staff had to counsel their recruit because they
did not conform to a rule.
Because of the frequency of the insubordination and the insolence continuing, the staff made
many different attempts to get Mr. Basta "on track". Often times the staff would approach
Director Scippa to explain that there was a lot of difficulty with Mr. Basta. Director Scippa
informed them that these incidents should be handled by them. Staff members did not
communicate with Mr. Basta's chief about the incidents.
Director Scippa explained to the Council, he was addressing the statement made by Mr. Basta
about a lack of understanding of veterans. The commandant of the academy is an Army veteran,
and the assistant commandant is a decorated combat medic from the Army as well. There were
two veterans that are on the staff and are available, they tried to counsel Mr. Basta as well.
Director Scippa has concerns for many reasons, the behavior culminated in bullying to the point
where someone else in the class felt that their welfare was in danger, that's the ultimate reason
why he was dismissed. Ifhe comes back, PSTC'sjob is to train Mr. Basta and every recruit, to
train them to be excellent, competent, ethical police officers. Director Scippa has concerns that
if he returns, the insolent behavior also will come back.
Logan Basta said numerous times that he doesn't take the academy seriously and his behavior
demonstrates that. Recruits must want to be at the academy, comply and want to be a good
police officers. Director Scippa explained that as Director ofPSTC, he must look out for PSTC
employees, he's concerned staff will be in contentious situation.
Currently PSTC is running day academies only. Mr. Basta probably would have to stay at PSTC,
due to the two-hour commute. PSTC has a light staff on nights, Director Scippa is concerned for
the training specialists to not be burdened with significant concerns that someone who had a
clear behavior pattern the last time he was here will resurface.
PSTC staff is ready to do the job, regardless of the way the Council votes. PSTC is prepared to
go forward objectively and make sure that everyone who crosses the stage at graduation is
ethical and competent.
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Since the time of the incidents with Logan Basta, PSTC staff has been directed to call the point
of contact for every academy recruit, for every single incident, and document everything for that
reason. Director Scippa said that Mr. Basta must commit to the process; PSTC can't have a
repeat of what happened where he's bullying someone in the group, he makes them fearful and
he is insubordinate to PSTC staff.
Chairman Connelly thanked Director Scippa, noting that he was happy to hear that the
communication between staff and recruit agencies had improved, and as an agency head he
would have wanted to know about the incidents immediately. The last meeting that Mr. Basta
was here. the Council made a request that he complete some steps, he believes he has completed
those steps.
Chairman Connelly addressed Mr. Basta about his willingness to actively support and participate
in the academy. Chief Aldenberg spoke about military background; it would seem that someone
with service in the military would be helpful to other recruits.
Logan Basta noted that his approach to the police academy was that he'd already completed a
process while in the military and put himself on a pedestal and he shouldn't have, he just wanted
to get through.
That's the approach he took and he didn't realize that there were some other people in that
academy class that struggled, he could have helped them marching, calling cadence, squaring
away their uniform. He could have guided fellow recruits. He should be that person because
that is what leaders do. He apologized for his behavior, his new approach will be that he would
assist anyone needing help. He likes helping others, but he took the wrong approach the first
time.
Chief Hoebeke noted that there were a few military veterans on the Council, he was one of them.
He struggles with the justification that Logan Basta's actions were due to his military service.
It's an excuse. The academy conducted an internal investigation based on the preponderance of
evidence warranted Logan Basta's dismissal, for homophobic comments. ChiefHoebeke
supports the Director and the staff in that finding. He asked Director Scippa how many people
have been dismissed in his time as Director for conduct?
Director Scippa noted that he has dismissed five recruits, four of them for their involvement in
cheating. and he supported two of the four to return. They did return and complete the academy.
The fifth was Mr. Basta for this culmination of incidents.
Chief Hoebeke continued.
He struggles with the entire incident, noting "I don't think I heard, "I'm sorry" I heard
apologize".
He struggles with this because the decision the Council makes today could be very
impactful not just Mr. Basta, but to this academy, to the profession as a whole. He appreciates
the steps taken by Mr. Basdta but the core transaction is based on the fact that he made these
comments that were clearly directed at this person, it's not acceptable.
Deputy Attorney General Boffetti was recognized by Chairman Connelly. He addressed Mr.
Basta noting that he would not support him to return to the academy.
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•

•

•

The bigger issue in the matter is authority, his unwillingness to accept authority. He is
aspiring to a position where he will exercise authority, there is nothing more dangerous
than a person who exercises authority and cannot accept authority in their own life.
Deputy Attorney General Boffetti does not accept that the conduct was the result of
military service, the explanation given to discriminate against someone knowingly is
unacceptable conduct.
The Director exercised extreme care in giving many options and opportunities to correct
the behavior, Mr. Basta made choices over and over again, with no respect for authority
and he worries what Mr. Basta would be like in the community if he is exercising
authority over someone else. DAG Boffetti is not willing to take that risk.

Director Scippa was asked by Chairman Connelly, as a follow up to Judge Countway's question,
if Mr. Basta were to come back to the academy, is it probation or "one strike" provision. Is that
manageable by staff?
Director Scippa replied that under his tenure there has never been a 'come back for one more
strike' situation. He doesn't know what has happened in the past at the academy. He appreciates
Judge Countway's idea to set tight guidelines.
lfits the Council's decision to allow Mr. Basta to return and become a member ofNH law
enforcement, then we will create an environment where he will be successful like every other
recruit. However, no one else attending the academy needs these guidelines.
Chief Aldenberg noted that by doing this, it was an unfair expectation on him (Logan Basta), and
unfair expectation on the staff to monitor him.
Judge Gardner noted that she agreed with the Deputy Attorney General's comment, but her
observations were that when she asked questions, she hoped to hear self-reflection in terms of
acceptance that he said hurtful, discriminatory comments. Did he even look at what the word
means, where it came from and why it's offensive? Those are some of the things that she would
have liked to hear, and he should have done as part of the course that he took, not just taking the
class and repeating what they may have told him. There may be maturity issues, but not having
heard the basis for the bias that he has is concerning. She would not be in favor of letting him
return to the academy.
Mr. Lecius asked about Mr. Basta's issues with the policy with respect to having personal
weapons in vehicles on the grounds here.
Mr. Basta responded that on the first day there was a question posed to the recruits. The cadre
asked if anyone decided to bring a firearm, and Mr. Basta answered that he had one in his
vehicle. He was instructed by cadre that he wasn't supposed to have firearms on the grounds.
Mr. Basta responded that the Second Amendment was very clear.
Mr. Lecius asked if Mr. Basta had received academy rules prior to the first day, did he know
what was expected?
Mr. Basta responded that there was a briefing after the fitness test, he was given a manual, he
was at the briefing regarding rules.
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Director Scippa stated that Mr. Basta had been told not to bring a firearm to the academy.
Chief Russo stated, "you're first response was that the Second Amendment was pretty clear?
You insinuated that you could have a weapon even though the academy policy was clear there
were no weapons on campus. Is that correct"?
Mr. Basta confirmed that that was the exchange.
Chief Russo asked, "is that what you're feeling, they told me not to bring a weapon but the
second amendment says I can have a weapon"?
Mr. Basta responded "that was not my 100 percent feeling but what I was echoing, that was the
context".
Colonel Noyes was recognized, he addressed Mr. Basta, "you were directed not to bring a
firearm and you arrived at the New Hampshire police academy with the firearm, and when asked
about it your response was, 'the Second Amendment is pretty clear"'?
Mr. Basta confirmed that was part of the exchange.
Motion to deny the request by Colonel Noyes, seconded by Chief Hoebeke. The voice vote was
unanimous with the exception of Judge Countway opposing, with Mr. Bishop and Dr. Sullivan
abstaining.
At 10:47 Council members took a break
At 11:00 the meeting was back in session.
Thomas Owens Reinstatement of Certification
Attorney Marc Beaudoin was present for his client Thomas Owens. Attorney David Hilts, of the
New Hampshire Department of Safety, Captain Brendan Davey and Lieutenant Vincent Grieco,
New Hampshire State Police were also in attendance. Mr. Owens was currently living in South
Carolina and not in attendance.
Attorney Beaudoin had contacted Major Parenteau regarding his client, Thomas Owens who had
been dismissed from the New Hampshire State Police in 2019 due to a policy violation. The
N H Personnel Appeals Board and the New Hampshire Supreme Court had overturned the
dismissal of Thomas Owens by NHSP. Attorney Beaudoin asked what steps Mr. Owens must
take to have his police officer certification reinstated as he has not worked for two years and
nine months.
Major Parenteau and the Council members discussed the length oftime that had lapsed since Mr.
Owens had left employment in law enforcement and compared the time to the matrix that was
used for prior training and experience certification. Council members inquired why Mr. Owens
wasn't present for the request, they were informed by Attorney Beaudoin that Mr. Owens
currently held a job as a plumber in South Carolina. (Major Parenteau stated that he was in
agreement to not require Mr. Owens to appear as the PAB and Supreme Court ordered Mr.
Owens reinstated).
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Council members agreed that Mr. Owen should complete a medical examination and entrance
f tness test.
Motion by Chief Aldenberg, seconded by Deputy Attorney General Boffetti, in order for Mr.
Owens police officer certification to be reinstated, he must complete the law package classes at
the academy as well as all of the State Police policies, in service training, firearms and use of
force. and a modified background investigation must be completed. The voice vote of the
Council was unanimous in favor of the motion; with the exception of Colonel Noyes who
abstained from the vote.
Christopher Warn, Wolfeboro Police Department, Waiver of Entrance Fitness Test
Chief Dean Rondeau of the Wolfeboro Police Department was present with retired Chief
Christopher Warn.
Major Parenteau explained that Chief Rondeau and ChiefWam had asked to speak with the
Council as Chief Warn was in consideration for hire by the Wolfeboro Police Department; the
time between leaving one position and being hired for Wolfeboro was more than 30 days.
According to Council protocol, a lapse in employment of more than 30 days required the
individual to complete a medical examination and entrance fitness test. Chief Warn is
"grand fathered" for three-year fitness testing as he was certified prior to January 1, 2001.
Chief Rondeau noted that the position that Christopher Warn was hired for was for internal
investigation and compliance for their agency. He may be required to cover shifts and perform
investigations.
Council members discussed what options were available for the Christopher Warn. The request
is to waive the 30 day lapse entrance test; however, there are no provisions for that request.
Major Parenteau explained that the protocol to reinstate certification was determined at a Council
meeting held in 2008. Council members decided on the policy to require a medical exam and
entrance fitness test after a greater than thirty day lapse in law enforcement employment.
Commissioner Hanks asked, does that section ofthe statute give the Council authority to grant
the waiver being requested and balancing it with the rules of the time apart. Section 106-L 5:
Powers, to 13, "make recommendations concerning any matter in it's purview". Does that
section of statute in our powers allow us to make a waiver over the rules as outlined today?
Chairman Connelly asked Major Parenteau if a similar situation had been presented to the
Council in the past?
Major Parenteau could not confirm and asked if any Council members had recollection.
Chief Rondeau noted that a waiver was granted in the past for a past chief of Wolfeboro.
Chairman Connelly asked if the Council could make waiver adjustments on protocols, Major
Parenteau affirmed that the Council could, but they can't violate their own rule or the statute
with protocol.
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Major Parenteau noted if a change was made it would be a precedent going forward.

Judge Countway asked about the reference to ADA in the letter from Chief Rondeau, can
accommodations be made to the testing so it can be accomplished?
Major Parenteau noted that there was an accommodation for the three-year fitness testing, but
not in the guidelines for a waiver, not for one time passing of the entrance fitness test for a
person who is grandfathered for three year fitness testing. Under the waiver process the agency
must show what the officer's duty assignment is, their tasks, and what accommodations their
department will make.
When asked. Chief Warn noted that he had been separated from law enforcement employment
for one year and seven months. Chief Rondeau answered that Chief Warn did pass a medical
examination and was cleared to participate in three year fitness testing, without restrictions.
Chief Rondeau stated that Chief Warn did not use the Form D or medical clearance report form.
Major Parenteau informed them that for the full hiring process, Form A, Form I would be
required. and he must complete a full physical examination Form D for the doctor's review.,
Chief Rondeau noted that the background investigation was completed for Chief Warn.
Judge Gardner asked which protocol was being applied to the matter, which Pol? Major
Parenteau noted that it was the protocol that was agreed upon by the Council members in 2008.
Those protocols were if someone is out over thirty days, they aren't certified, they've lapsed
after thirty days, the requirements are a medical exam and a fitness test. If they are out over two
years, the requirements are the law package, if they have lapsed over three years they must repeat
the entire academy. This protocol allowed the staff to present a separate package to review on a
consent calendar.
Major Parenteau answered Judge Gardner that the administrative rules on fitness testing are all
based on three-year fitness.
He continued, explaining that the protocol is what applies to Chief Warn's situation, there is no
exception for the fitness entrance testing. The three-year fitness test people, there is a waiver
process, that shows the guidelines and the accommodations the agency must make, what is the
disability and how it must be addressed to allow the officer to do his job.
AAG Stacie Moeser asked to be heard and quoted Pol 404.06, Ongoing Medical Suitability for
Physical Fitness Testing, (a)(3), (she did not read the entire rule section into to the record) She
stated that she would leave it to the Council to interpret the rule.
(a) As a condition of continued certification and employment, a police, corrections or
probation/parole officer shall furnish the council every 3 years with a medical clearance
report signed by a physician, physician assistant, or advanced practice registered nurse
documenting that the officer is physically capable of participating in the physical
performance test defined as the entry standards for full-time police officers prescribed as
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the 1 1'2 mile run, pushups and sit-ups performed at the 35th percentile, normed for age
and gender as published by the Cooper Institute for Aerobic Research, unless:
(3) The person was previously certified in New Hampshire and he or she retains new
employment as a police, state corrections or probation/parole officer in the State of
New Hampshire or any political subdivisions and the lapse in police, corrections or
probation/parole employment was less than 3 years.
Motion by Chief Hoebeke, seconded by Chief Russo to grant the waiver, the voice vote of the
Council was unanimous in favor of the motion.
Jason Willett, Keene Police Department
Captain Todd Lawrence of the Keene Police Department was in attendance with Jason Willett, a
candidate for hire for that agency.
Major Parenteau explained that the Keene Police Department was requesting a waiver for Pol
301.05 (g)(lO), he read the rule, "within 12 months before the application for hire used
marijuana, upon review of the Council and request ofthe hiring authority Council finds that the
behavior pattern and totality of the circumstances did not demonstrate lack of good moral
character".
Captain Lawrence and Jason Willett introduced themselves to the Council. Captain Lawrence
explained that the Keene Police Department was currently in the hiring process with Jason
Willett. Jason Willett applied to work for the Keene Police Department in December 2021. He
passed the written exam and the physical fitness test. During the course of the background
interview. he disclosed he had purchased one marijuana cigarette and smoked it in the state of
Massachusetts where it is legal to do so. He stated that he had not used any other drug, which
was confirmed during a polygraph examination. He applied for work in December 2021, he had
smoked marijuana in March of that year, as oftoday's date it has been a fourteen month time
span. It was an isolated incident and the Keene Police Department respectfully requests that the
Council agree to a waiver for Jason Willett in order that Keene Police Department is able to hire
him.
Motion by Chief Aldenberg, seconded by Chief Hoebeke to grant the waiver request of the
Keene Police Department for Pol 30 1.05(g)( 10) for Jason Willett. The voice vote of the Council
was unanimous in favor of the motion with Chief Russo abstaining from the vote.
Paul Bergeron, New Hampshire State Police
Major Parenteau explained that Captain Brendan Davey and Lieutenant Vincent Grieco were
present with the State Police's candidate, Paul Bergeron, to ask for a waiver of Pol 301.05 (g)(8)
a and b. Major Parenteau read "Hiring authority shall evaluate the results of the background and
the agency shall not appoint a person or invest with authority any person elected as a police,
corrections or probation/parole officer who has ever illegally manufactured transported for sale
or sold a controlled substance as sale is defined in RSA 318-B (1) unless upon review of the
Council at the request of the hiring authority Council finds that either (a) the conduct occurred at
an age when the applicant would have been considered a juvenile in the laws of the state of New
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Hampshire or as where sale was defined on 318-B did occur however the intent was not for
profit meaning the actual conduct exhibited was not intended to result in excess o.ffinancial
return over expenditure or series of transactions, and the behavior pattern or totality of the
circumstances did not demonstrate a lack of good moral character".
Captain Davey addressed the Council, he explained that Paul Bergeron was an exemplary
candidate. he has a bachelor's degree in Criminal Justice, and a minor in psychology from
Westfield State University. He is 28 years old, he grew up in western Massachusetts, he enlisted
in the Massachusetts National Guard after college graduation, and he served honorably. After
that he was employed in Massachusetts by the Hampton County Sheriffs Office as a
Correction's Officer. Both in the military and in corrections community his supervisors stated
their wishes to fill their agencies with people just like Paul Bergeron. As a 19 year old college
student in the spring of his freshman year he was observed by a resident of his dorm with a
Percocet bottle prescribed to him after an injury he sustained. The student asked 'if you're
getting rid of that I'll take it'. In a lapse of judgement, Mr. Bergeron allowed that student to take
the Percocet. Five or ten minutes later, the same person gave Mr. Bergeron ten dollars for the
Percocet. This was not an orchestrated event, it was an utter lapse of judgement, momentary
and anomalous to his general character and conduct.
Captain Davey explained that New Hampshire State Police thought that Mr. Bergeron would
have a promising career with the New Hampshire State Police, and they request the Council
grant a waiver.
Motion by Chief Aldenberg, seconded by Chief Hoebeke to grant the waiver request. The
Council's voice vote was unanimous in favor of the motion with Colonel Noyes abstaining from
the vote.
Joshua Carrier, New Hampshire Department of Corrections
Neither Joshua Carrier nor Attorney Cahill were in attendance.
Major Parenteau explained that Joshua Carrier had been noticed for a hearing for the temporary
suspension of his correction's officer certification, Pol 402.02 (b) due to an arrest for DWI.
Major Parenteau had been contacted by Attorney William Cahill who had proposed a voluntary
temporary suspension of certification for Mr. Carrier pending the outcome of the criminal matter.
PSTC staff has received a cover letter from Attorney Cahill that was addressed to Director
Scippa, enclosed was a letter from Joshua Carrier making the request for the temporary voluntary
surrender of his certification. Major Parenteau provided copies of the documents to the Council.
Major Parenteau explained that Mr. Carrier was initially hired by the New Hampshire
Department of Corrections on September 24, 2021, he earned his correction's certification and
graduated on March 4, 2022. He was arrested on March 5, 2022 by Concord Police for failing to
stop at a stop sign, and driving under the influence. Both Concord Police Department and the
New Hampshire Department of Corrections filed Form G's, reports of arrest with PSTC.
Major Parenteau read the rule in the matter:
Pol 402.02(b) A certification shall be temporarily suspended pending resolution of criminal
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charges if the officer has been arrested, indicted or bound over either prior to or after
certification for a felony or any crime involving moral turpitude or of a crime which tends to
bring discredit on the police, corrections, or probation/parole service, unless the safety of the
public or the confidence in the criminal justice system would not be adversely affected.
(c) Examples of crimes that involve moral turpitude or of a crime which tends to bring discredit
on the police, corrections or probation/parole service shall include but not be limited to:
OWl
There were no questions for Major Parenteau.
Motion to accept the temporary voluntary surrender of Joshua Carrier's certification per his
request. pursuant to Pol 402.02 (b) by Chief Hoebeke, seconded by Mr. Lecius. The voice vote
of the Council was unanimous in favor of the motion, with Commissioner Hanks abstaining from
the vote.
Zachary Bilotta, New Hampshire State Police Pol 402.02 (a)(4)
Colonel Noyes exited the meeting room.
Zachary Bilotta was present with his counsel, Attorney Marc Beaudoin.
Major Parenteau was sworn in by Chairman Connelly.
Major Parenteau explained the administrative rule,
Pol 402.02 Revocation or Suspension to the Council members. (a) The council shall, unless it
has just cause to do otherwise as provided in (e) below, order the suspension or revocation of the
certification of any police or corrections officer for any of the following reasons:
(4) The officer has been convicted either prior to or after certification of a crime of
moral turpitude or of a crime which tends to bring discredit on the police or
corrections service, including but not limited to:
Reckless Driving
Major Parenteau provided a synopsis ofthe matter for the Council members.
On February 5, 2022, Zachary Bilotta, a certified police officer, employed by the New
Hampshire State Police was arrested for a Hands Free violation, RSA 265:79-c, an Open
Container violation, RSA 265-A:44, and DUI Impairment, a Class B Misdemeanor, RSA 265A:2, I (a) while traveling in downtown Wolfeboro by the Wolfeboro Police Department.
Major Parenteau provided copies of exhibits to the Council members.
• August 7, 2015 Zachary Bilotta was hired by the NH State Police as a full time officer,
Staff Exhibit A.
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•
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•
•

December 18, 2015 Zachary Bilotta received his New Hampshire full time officer
certification, Staff Exhibit B.
February 5, 2022 Zachary Bilotta was arrested by the Wolfeboro Police Department,
Staff Exhibit C.
February 7, 2022 Zachary Bilotta was placed on unpaid leave by NH State Police, Staff
Exhibits 01 and D2.
February 16, 2022 Zachary Bilotta's appearance was due for three complaints filed at
Ossipee Circuit Court, Staff Exhibit E 1, E2 and E3.
April 6, 2022. Zachary Bilotta's case disposition from Ossipee District Court, Staff
Exhibit F.

On March 22, 2022 during the PSTC meeting, Zachary Bilotta had voluntarily, temporarily
surrendered his certification pending disposition of the charges.
On April 6, 2022 at the Ossipee District Court Zachary Bilotta's charge for DUI Impairment was
nol prossed, and the charge for the Hands Free Violation was nol prossed. The charge of
Reckless Operation was a plea of guilty, fine of $620, and license suspended 60 days, effective
date March 7, 2022. The charge of Open Container was a plea of guilty, fine of$124, and license
revocation of 60 days, effective date May 6, 2022. Copies of the disposition were passed
amongst the Council members.
The hearing today was to determine what if any sanctions should be place on Mr. Bilotta as a
result of his convictions in the Ossipee Circuit Court.
When asked, Attorney Beaudoin stated that the total loss of license was 60 days and 60 days.
Judge Countway announced that she would recuse herself as she was the sentencing judge.
Attorney Beaudoin noted that there may be differences between the court and the OMV, it is a
120 day loss of license. Mr. Bilotta explained that documents from the DMV noted that his
suspension began on April 7th and would end June 6th for 60 days, sixty days running
concurrently. There was miscommunication between the court and the DMV. The other
conditions from the agreement were the fines, which have been paid.
During the March Council meeting they were present and Trooper Bilotta explained what had
happened, he spoke about the treatment he was receiving.
Attorney Beaudoin provided a summary from the March Council meeting. On February 5,2022
at 9 pm, Trooper Bilotta was stopped, someone had called him in due to the way his vehicle was
traveling on the road. Eric Wilson was retained by Trooper Bilotta as his criminal attorney,
discovery revealed issues when proving the OWl case, which resulted in the negotiated
disposition.
Zachary Bilotta was sworn in by Chairman Connelly. Attorney Beaudoin asked Trooper Bilotta
questions in order to clarify the matter. Trooper Bilotta provided information on his background
in the state of Massachusetts, his high school and college education, he'd achieved a degree in
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criminal justice and a degree in sociology. He worked for a year in Lunenberg Massachu~etts as
a part time officer. He was hired by the New Hampshire State Police in 2015, he was assigned to
Troop E, in the Belknap and Carroll county areas. He notified State Police after he was arrested
and sought help from the peer-to-peer counselors at State Police and asked where he could go for
treatment. He was able to get him into the McLane Program in Belmont Massachusett~ for a
two-week inpatient program, the following Monday after his arrest. He spent.one day In a detox
facility and the next day he moved to the two-week progr~m at McL~e Hospital. T~e ~rogram
is for first responders and veterans who have alcohol, anxiety, depression and other similar
issues. He participated fully in the program. He was nervous to begin with, but the staff made it
easier on him to get the personalized help he needed.
lie spoke with his social worker at McLane before he completed the two-week program to find
out what he could do when he went home to continue making progress. He got in contact with
the VFR in Manchester, they have an outpatient program for first responders, he participated in
appointments at VFR three days each week for six weeks. They are Zoom meetings, and the
patient is assigned a care worker who interviews the patient once a week. It helped him to speak
about the issues that he had and continue to make progress. He began to see his own therapist
once he completed the six weeks at VFR. He does a check in program at VFR, once a week, to
discuss any issues he may have.
Trooper Bilotta was using alcohol to deal with his issues of anxiety. Since the incident he has
not consumed any alcohol, and he does not plan on drinking alcohol again. He was on FMLA
when he was first arrested and going through the programs. The FMLA ended May 5th and he
was put on suspension without pay from the New Hampshire State Police. The internal
investigation has begun, he has not met with anyone from internal affairs yet. Trooper Bilotta
explained why he took the plea agreement because he made many mistakes the night of his
arrest. He made poor decisions, he caused embarrassment to the State Police, and to police as a
whole in New Hampshire. From the first day at the academy they train you to be the better
person, everyone is always watching and in that moment he failed. He apologizes to everyone in
New Hampshire for his actions. He will never repeat his actions again.
Chairman Connelly thanked Trooper Bilotta for his self-awareness and the actions he took after
the incident.
Commissioner Hanks agreed with Chairman Connelly and thanked Trooper Bilotta for actively
engaging in programs of his own accord. When asked by Commissioner Hanks, Trooper Bilotta
responded that he had no prior disciplinary action during his employment with State Police.
Additionally, when asked ifhe had received commendations, he stated that he had been issued a
letter of promotion as an FTO, based on his long term achievements keeping a steady work load,
staying organized, being one of the better court officers for the troop, as well as his superior
report writing skills.
Council members asked Trooper Bilotta questions about the length of his suspension with the
State Police, was it to run the length of his license suspension or until the conclusion of the
agency's internal investigation? Attorney Beaudoin answered that Trooper Bilotta's suspension
would end pending the outcome of the internal investigation. The assumption was that the
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internal investigation would be completed by the date his driver's license was returned.
Motion by Chief Hoebeke, seconded by Mr. Lecius that the Council suspend Trooper Bilotta's
certification until the date of driver's license reinstatement.
Chief Hoebeke stated, amending his motion, the date upon reinstatement of the driver's license?
Is that a sufficient motion? And pending the outcome of the internal investigation?
Deputy Attorney General Boffetti stated that it made a difference to him, how long the license
suspension period is, if it's June 5th and a few days, or July 5th that would make a difference.
Actions have consequences, if no one can confirm the dates, he would vote no. Attorney
Beaudoin stated that there was a discrepancy with the court, and the DMV, (regarding the dates
of the license suspension) he's not been able to research it.
Major Parenteau noted that the purpose of the hearing today was to move from a temporary
suspension of Trooper Bilotta's certification to a disposition from the Council, the temporary
suspension goes away because now the Council is making an order that the suspension is lifted,
his certification becomes reinstated when his driver's license is reinstated, it's putting an end to
the suspension.
Chief Hoebeke withdrew his motion.
Motion by Chief Hoebeke the suspension should run parallel to his loss of license,
Commissioner Hanks seconded the motion. The Council vote was unanimous in favor of the
motion with Deputy Attorney General Boffetti opposed and Colonel Noyes abstaining.
Consent Calendar
PT&E Requests
Molly Denmark, Nashua Police Department (DOH: OS/23/22) Was granted certification upon
successful completion of the medical exam, (completed February 24, 2022) entrance fitness test,
and the Law Package of the Full-Time Police Officer Academy with the stipulation that the
officer must work in the direct presence of a certified officer unless the officer completes the
agency's FTO program and then may work under normal supervision.
Ian Efstathiou, Portsmouth Police Department (DOH: 03/21/22) Was granted certification upon
successful completion of the medical exam (completed January 11, 2022), entrance fitness test,
and the Law Package of the Full-Time Police Officer Academy, with the stipulation that the
officer must work in the direct presence of a certified officer unless the officer completes the
agency's FTO program and then may work under normal supervision.
Charles Johnson Swanzey Police Department
(DOH: 05/03/22) Was granted certification upon successful completion of the medical exam,
(completed May 10, 2022) entrance fitness test, with the stipulation that the officer must work in
the direct presence of a certified officer unless the officer completes the agency's FTO program
and then may work under normal supervision.
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Thomas Lynn, Thornton Police Department
(DOH: 05/09/22) Was granted certification upon successful completion of the medical exam
(completed April 5,2022), entrance fitness test, and the Law Package of the Full-Time Police
Officer Academy, with the stipulation that the officer must work in the direct presence of a
certified officer unless the officer completes the agency's FTO program and then may work
under normal supervision.
Csaba Molnar, Hopkinton Police Department
(DOH: 05/09/22) Was granted certification upon successful completion of the medical exam
(completed April 21, 2022) entrance fitness test, and participation as a sit in student for Law
Package of the Full-Time Police Officer Academy, with the stipulation that the officer must
work in the direct presence of a certified officer unless the officer completes the agency's FTO
program and then may work under normal supervision.
Six- Month Medical Extensions for Three Year Fitness Testing were granted to the following
officers:
John Trammel
Michael Hutchinson
End of Consent Calendar
Motion by Mr. Lecius to approve the Consent Calendar, the motion was seconded by
Commissioner Hanks. The voice vote ofthe Council was unanimous in favor of the motion.
Additional New Business
Director Scippa asked Council members to consider an item that PSTC's Law Enforcement
Training Specialists had brought to his attention, for clear guidance in the matter.
He explained that there have been a number of occasions where recruits come to the end of the
academy but they have not completed all of their training due to failures in firearms, fitness tests,
or they fail the final exam. They have not met the requirements to graduate, and are not certified
when "walking across the stage" at graduation. It has posed a problem for PSTC. A police
officer walking across the stage, carrying a firearm and they have not qualified in firearms at the
time of graduation.
State law says you can carry a gun, you don't need a license or any authority, you can carry a
gun at any time. PSTC staffeontacts the individual's hiring authority, explains that the person
isn't really graduating because they've not passed the requirements, but if the agency thinks it's
appropriate for them to be in uniform and carry a gun, that's the chiefs responsibility, PSTC lets
them make the decision.
This scenario comes up at every graduation, because there is always someone who hasn't met all
of the criteria for graduation, and gets an empty envelope handed to them as they walk across the
stage.
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In the current academy there is someone who won't graduate because they didn't pass their
fitness test. This person is not only preparing to walk across the stage but in fact, they are also
going to be recognized with some superlative awards. There is no caveat that states you have to
meet all ofthe requirements for graduation in order to be eligible for a superlative award.
Chief Russo asked, 'why are we even letting them walk across the stage'?
Director Scippa noted that was the question he and the PSTC staff were seeking the answer.
Director Scippa continued, that his understanding was that in the past there have been chiefs who
were upset because their recruit was not allowed to participate in graduation, they spent time at
the academy and they missed one test.
Prior to each academy, the LETS approach Director Scippa to let him know the circumstances
for why any number of recruits will not graduate. They have gone by the past precedent of
allowing those recruits to walk with their class, even though they do not receive their certificate
until they have come back to complete any required item in the curriculum successfully. It has
been protocol decided by the Council, there is no rule that guides this.
Discussion ensued amongst the Council members. Those that haven't completed the academy
successfully should not participate in graduation and should not be eligible for awards.
Director Scippa stated that he would do whatever Council members decided, and noted further
that there would be some agency chiefs that will not be in favor of this new protocol if one their
candidate (s) are not allowed to participate in the graduation ceremony after attending the
academy.
Commissioner Hanks summarized Pol 404.03, "shall not issue the authority ofa firearm ifnot
passed firearm's training". As a certified law enforcement officer you're not allowed to carry a
firearm on duty until you have passed firearm's training.
Director Scippa informed the Council members that he had received a few responses from
agencies regarding firearms, quoting, "they passed with us". All firearm's instructor's are
sanctioned by PSTC. If the recruits do not pass the firearm's training at PSTC, they are not
allowed to carry a firearm as law enforcement until the succeed. For the 'ceremonial purposes'
recruits literally put their gun belt on and walk across the stage then take it back off, because
their chiefs have said if their officer passes with their agency and it's just for the graduation
even though they're not graduating.
Motion by Commissioner Hanks, seconded by Mr. Lecius, recruits that do not fully complete
their certification requirements are not allowed to participate in the graduation ceremony, when
they do complete the requirements, they can participate in the graduation ceremony for the next
class.
Council members discussed how to inform agencies about this new protocol.
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The motion was amended with Chief Aldenberg's caveat, those that have not successfully
completed the academy are not eligible for the superlative awards given at graduation. A further
amendment noted that PSTC will begin applying this protocol immediately.
I'he council voice vote was unanimous in favor of the motion.
Motion to adjourn at 12:53 by Chief Hoebeke, seconded by Mr. Lecius. The voice vote was
unanimous in favor of the motion.
June 28. 2022

Respectfully Submitted,

~s~~-l~
Chairman
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To:

All NHPSTC Council Members

FROM:

Director John Scippa

DATE:

May 24, 2022

RE:

Director’s Monthly PSTC Council Report

Academy and In-Service Training:
1. 188th Full Time Police Academy is set to graduate this Friday, May 27th.
2. 190th Full Time Police Academy Entry Fitness test was conducted May 23 and 55
recruits have seats, 2 are on deck for the 191st.
3. The Corrections Academy next session is set to start on May 31, 2022. 15 officers
and 9 civilians will make up the class. Session will graduate July 22.
4. In-Service/On-Line Bureau is receiving RFP responses for in-service classes for the
next fiscal year.
Budget:
1. We continue to address numerous facility repairs that have been needed for some
time such as new flooring in the firearms range hallway and waiting area, (almost
completed), stairways from the Tac Center to the Range, flooring for Classrooms
1-2, and flooring for the female dormitory. Further, we have been able to purchase
some much needed training equipment for defensive tactics training, fitness
training and crime scene and evidence collection classes.
2. After further consultation with DAS, we will need to address the driving pad seal
coat project in the next fiscal year.
Outreach, Education and Legislation:
1. It appears that HB 1682 (Complete Re-write of RSA 106-L, Police Misconduct) will
go to the Governor’s desk to be signed. The PSTC Rules sub-committee will keep
HB 1682 in mind as we continue to address POL rule changes. Some funding was
cut from the bill which will prevent us from hiring the proposed full staff to address
this initiative, but we will address the needed positions in the next fiscal year and
next budget going forward.
2. SB 376 to study the creation of a committee to review all police and corrections
UOF events that lead to death or SBI of people who are mentally ill and to provide
funding (1.2 million at this writing) for NH PSTC to provide CIT training to one
officer from every NH agency, to include managing the reimbursement costs to
each agency for back fill, overtime, travel, lodging and meals to obtain such
training and to provide for a part time Admin at PSTC to manage the program, is
making its way through the legislative process.
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3. We submitted four Capital Budget requests in March. We have requested all four
to be considered during the next budget cycle. Three are directed at creating
more classroom space and one is to increase security measures for the facility.
a. Addition to the Tactical Center to create two 150 seat lecture halls, create
more office space, add two new classrooms to the second floor and double
the length of the track.
b. Reclaim Classrooms 3 and 4 and move the VirTra from those classrooms to
one of the storage garages at the rear of the facility.
c. Re-construct the existing break room to create a 50-person lecture hall and
add two additional staff offices.
d. Reconfigure the entire facility’s security access and surveillance systems to
address our present and future needs
4. We continue to address 91-A requests for regulatory documents and curriculum.
We continue to work with our civil attorney to respond to these requests.
Staff and Operations:
1. We are sad to announce, (although happy for him!) that Lt Chris Paquette is
retiring from PST and NH Law Enforcement to take on a new position with the Sig
Academy. He has been an outstanding instructor for us, and we wish him the best
as he begins his new role with Sig. This position has been posted and we will be
working to get it filled quickly.
2. We have identified a highly qualified candidate for the FT Curriculum Adm II
position who has accepted our offer. The background investigation is being
finished on the candidate.
3. We will be conducting interviews for the vacant Administrative Assistant II
position.
4. We will be conducting a review with the LETS and admin staff on how the
overlapping academy delivery worked and will provide a summary report to the
council on the findings.
Open Action Items:
1. State Level Accreditation Program: Meetings continue with members of the
executive board of the NH Association of Chiefs of Police in the develop of Articles
of Organization for a State Level Accreditation body that will develop and deliver a
voluntary accreditation program for NH Law Enforcement.
2. Curriculum Review: JTA is being refined by UNH Justice Works. UNH staff and the
grad student have begun the 2nd phase of the project.
3. Boiler Replacement Project: This approved project has begun. During this project,
both water and heat to our facility will be directly impacted at times and may
necessitate operational changes as needed.
4. ARPA Capital Projects: The NH Department of Public Works is working with our
facilities staff to move the two capital projects from our last budget cycle, the AC
replacement project and the Range Remediation Project, both being completed
using ARPA funds.
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5. Administrative Rules Committee: We continue to meet as a sub-committee and
continue to draft amendments as we feel appropriate for final council review and
approval.
6. Discussion on Part Time Certification: I will be preparing a summary report to the
Council on the subcommittee's position and suggested recommendations moving
forward.
7. Conference: I attended the IADLEST Conference in Fort Worth TX from May 14
through May 18 and was re-elected as the Northeast Region representative.
Discussion Items:
1. None
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